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ABSTRACT

Convolution neural networks (CNN) are the main develop-
ment in face recognition in recent years. However, their de-
scription capacities have been somewhat understudied. In this
paper, we show that training CNN only with color images is
enough to properly describe depth and near infrared face im-
ages by assessing the performance of three publicly available
CNN models on these other modalities. Furthermore, we find
that, despite displaying results comparable to the human per-
formance on LFW, not all CNN behave like humans recog-
nizing faces in other scenarios.

Index Terms— Face Recognition, Deep Learning, CNNs

1. INTRODUCTION

Face recognition of color images in the wild has seen ma-
jor improvements recently and has closed the gap to human
performance on that same task [1], mainly due to the devel-
opment of Deep Learning techniques. Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) achieved 1% EER on the challenging La-
beled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [2] dataset, while traditional
descriptors such as LBP, SIFT and HOG, even when com-
bined with other techniques as Joint Bayesian, are only able
to achieve 4.83% EER [3]. However, all published CNNs that
tackle face description were trained for color images; other
modalities were ignored so far.

The interest for these other modalities arise from their
well documented advantages over color for face recognition.
Depth based face recognition is invariant to both pose [4]
and ambient illumination variations and NIR images are only
mildly affected by illumination changes [5]. While there are
reported results for deep networks performing heterogeneous
NIR-color face recognition [6, 7], no work, to the best of our
knowledge, has used Deep Learning for homogeneous NIR
face recognition or any depth recognition whatsoever. The
main reason for that is the inadequacy of the available fa-
cial datasets for other modalities to the currently known Deep
Learning techniques. The key to the CNNs’ performance is
the size of the training dataset (e.g. 200 millions of images
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for FaceNet [8]) – no publicly available datasets (and we sus-
pect no privately owned as well) for depth or NIR have the
necessary depth (i.e. number of images per subject) or width
(i.e. number of subjects overall) that meet the Deep Learning
training standards.

In this paper, we investigate if CNNs trained for color im-
ages can describe NIR and depth images efficiently without
further training or fine tuning. There is some intuition that
corroborates these claims: NIR and color images share some
texture information, even if illumination patterns make them
consistently different, and depth, while not encoding any tex-
ture, represent the 3D shape that is also inferable from color
images.

The same intuitions that lead our first questioning are the
ones behind our second. We intuitively believe them because
they are true for human beings analyzing faces, so if they hold
for some CNN, other characteristics from human recognizing
faces must also do. Therefore, we compare the performance
of some CNNs for face recognition to humans performing that
same task in an array of situations. First, we compare the re-
sults across modalities with our assumed human performance
on that task. Second, we assess the effects of pose variation
in recognition.

In order to verify our claims, we tested three publicly
available CNNs, with results comparable to the state-of-the-
art methods, in three different face datasets, each with a dif-
ferent investigative purpose.

2. FACE RECOGNITION USING
STATE-OF-THE-ART DEEP REPRESENTATION

In this work we use three deep public CNNs: OpenFace [9],
Wu et al. deep representation (hereon called Wu-C) [7] and
VGG-Face [10]. These differ in terms of face normalization,
description size and matching scheme, as described in Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2.

2.1. Normalization

In the normalization for OpenFace, an affine transformation
is employed to standardize outer eye corners and nose tip
locations in an image with 96×96 pixels [9]. For Wu-C, a
128×128 gray-scale face crop is obtained after setting the
distance between eye and mouth centers to 48 pixels and the



distance between eyes and image border in the y-axis to 40
pixels [7]. VGG-Face uses 224×224 images but does not pro-
vide specific instructions for normalization, despite explicitly
mentioning a transformation “to map the face to a canonical
position” [10]. Therefore, we evaluated its performance with-
out normalization, with OpenFace’s normalization and with
Wu-C’s normalization, and the latter one gave the best re-
sults. Similarly to OpenFace, we used Dlib’s [11] face and fa-
cial landmarks detectors to perform these normalization pro-
cesses, and an example of the obtained results is shown in
Figure 1(a). VGG-Face originally used Mathias et al.’s [12]
and Everingham et al.’s [13] works to locate the face and its
facial landmarks, and Wu-C used Sun et al.’s work [14] for
this task, but our implementations using Dlib achieved com-
parable recognition results for both representations. To adapt
Dlib’s landmarks for Wu-C’s normalization, we estimated the
center of the eyes and mouth as the average of their contours.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Face normalization results following (top) Open-
face [9] and (bottom) Wu-C [7] specifications for (a) color,
(b) depth and (c) NIR images.

Since NIR images are similar to their color counterparts,
we were able to apply the same procedures described above to
normalize them (see Figure 1(c)). However, depth images are
very different from color ones, causing Dlib’s detectors to fail
on several of them. Since these images can be registered, we
use the landmarks from the color image to normalize its reg-
istered depth image. In order to homogenize pixel intensities,
we align the input image to an average face using Iterative
Closest Points [15], using only points in the eyes and nose
area to avoid problems with facial expressions [16]. Finally,
we fill holes by propagating the value of border pixels. A
resulting image may be seen in Figure 1(b).

2.2. Description and matching

OpenFace [9] is an open source library for face recognition
based on FaceNet [8]. Its neural network was trained using
approximately 500K images and 10K identities from CASIA-
WebFace [17] and FaceScrub [18] datasets. The resulting de-
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Fig. 2. Examples of problems encountered on FRGC.

scriptor has 128 dimensions and comparisons are performed
using L2 distance. The reported EER on the LFW database
for the model used in this article, nn4.small2.v1, is 7.08%.

Wu-C [7] was trained using CASIA-WebFace and MS-
Celeb-1M [19] databases, totaling more than 5M images. Its
descriptors have 256 dimensions and are compared through
cosine distance, reaching 1.20% EER on the LFW database
for model C, the same one used in this article.

VGG-Face [10] was trained using a private database with
about 1M images and 2.6K identities. Although its face rep-
resentations were supposed to be compared through L2 dis-
tance, we found, experimentally, that inner product yields
better results. It achieves 1.05% EER on the LFW database
with a 4096-dimensional descriptor. In this work, we used the
available CNN trained using the softmax method.

In our experiments, we found different EER for the
three descriptors on LFW: Openface achieved 7.28%, Wu-C
achieved 2.25% and VGG achieved 6,48%. The difference
in OpenFace’s and Wu-C’s results is due to our discarding of
faces that could not be normalized and the minor differences
from our normalization to theirs, as described in section 2.1.
The reason for the large discrepancy between ours and VGG-
Face’s results is that, while they crop 10 patches, center with
horizontal flip and average the feature vectors from each
patch, we just pass the face image once, to do justice to the
other methods and to save experimental time.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Datasets

We chose the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [2], the Face
Recognition Grand Challenge (FRGC) [20] and the CASIA
NIR-VIS 2.0 (CASIA) dataset [21] because they are the most
used in the literature to evaluate face recognition based on
color, depth and NIR images, respectively. This way, we
are able to evaluate the chosen CNNs in these three modali-
ties. Coincidentally, we can also use them evaluate the per-
formance of the chosen CNNs for color images in uncon-



(a) Wu-C (b) Openface (c) VGG

Fig. 3. ROC curves for different descriptors in different modalities and databases.

strained (LFW), in mildly constrained (CASIA) and in con-
trolled (FRGC) settings.

The LFW is a dataset for unconstrained face recognition
with more than 13,000 color images of 1,680 subjects. The
View 2 of LFW, as specified by its maintainers, was used in
the experiments, since it is regularly used as a benchmark in
the literature.

FRGC provides 4,950 registered depth and color images
of 556 subjects, mostly with frontal faces and various degrees
of illumination variations and facial expressions. These im-
ages are divided in training and testing sets, and all training
images were used to create the average face model required
by the normalization in Section 2.1.

FRGC’s testing set has 4,007 images of 466 subjects, from
which five images were not properly normalized and four im-
ages were found to be defective – these nine images were the
only discarded. The perceived problems were deformed depth
shapes (see Figure 2(b)) and misalignment between color and
depth shapes (see Figure 2(a)).

CASIA provides 17,580 images of 725 subjects captured
in both color and NIR. It contains face images of children,
adults and seniors with pose and facial expression variations.
The subjects in this dataset do not have the same number of
NIR and color images. Therefore, in order to perform a fair
comparison between NIR and color modalities, we randomly
selected the maximum number of images so that all subjects
have the same number of images in both NIR and color. After
that we got 5,025 correctly normalized images of 715 subjects
for each modality.

3.2. Results

Our first experiment is a performance comparison between
the chosen CNNs across different modalities. We describe

each test image through a forward pass in each CNN and then
perform an all-vs-all comparison among representations of
the same CNN and modality. This experiment has two dif-
ferent objectives: (1) assess if CNNs trained for color face
images can be transfered to different domains without fine
tuning; and (2) determine if CNNs have human-like behavior
in recognizing faces (i.e. fare better in controlled scenarios).

Figure 3 shows the obtained ROC curves for this exper-
iment. As may be seen, all evaluated CNNs, even if only
trained for color images, are able to properly describe and
recognize NIR and depth face images. Although Wu et al. [7]
already determined Wu-C’s potential for heterogeneous face
recognition from color to NIR images, to the best of our
knowledge this is the first report on how color-only CNNs
perform on recognizing faces in NIR and depth images. Their
capacity of describing faces across modalities, even if with
varying success, shows that these CNNs learned intrinsic
facial characteristics, such as shape and texture.

From Figures 3(b) and 3(c), we can see that OpenFace’s
and VGG-Face’s EER do not significantly alter for color im-
ages in constrained conditions. At low FAR, counterintu-
itively, both perform better for more unconstrained datasets.
This may represent an overfitting to wild scenarios, since it di-
verges from what is expected from a face recognition system.
Unlike OpenFace and VGG-Face, for Wu-C we can see that
the more controlled the dataset, the higher the performance
in terms of EER (see Figure 3(a)). Wu-C also presents the
greater generalization power, with the best results for both
NIR and depth modalities. This CNN’s behavior resembles
what we presume to be the human performance on this task:
it fares better on constrained NIR face images than on the un-
constrained LFW color images (even if color is the modality
for which it was trained), and it is worse for depth images
than for color images, constrained or not. For these reasons,



we only use Wu-C in the following experiment.
In the second experiment, for each normalized image in

CASIA and FRGC, we created two images by mirroring the
left side (see Figure 4(a)) and right side (see Figure 4(b)) of
the original image. We then compared these new images in
three settings. The first setting compares them to frontal im-
ages (Frontal x Side), which simulates having a frontal gallery
image and a profile probe image frontalized. This scenario is
common in applications like authentication in unconstrained
conditions. The second setting uses mirrored images of the
same side (Side x Side) and the third setting images from op-
posite sides (Side x Other Side) in their comparisons, which
is the worst case scenario of face recognition on the wild after
frontalization, due to asymmetries in human faces. For these
comparisons we also computed the ROC curve and compared
them to previously obtained LFW, FRGC and CASIA results.

(a) Left (b) Right

Fig. 4. Mirrored images using left and right sides of the face.

Fig. 5. Wu-C’s ROC curves for FRGC.

Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the second experi-
ment. In both cases, the original Frontal x Frontal experi-
ment outperformed other results, but in less critical scenar-
ios (Frontal x Side and Side x Side) the EER increase less
than 1% for FRGC and 0.5% for CASIA. When considering
Side x Other Side, however, this increment raises to nearly 5%
in both datasets, being outperformed by LFW results. From

Fig. 6. Wu-C’s ROC curves for CASIA.

these results, we can see that, despite the high performance
achieved when comparing faces without pose correction, it
can be improved by comparing a frontal gallery face with a
profile probe or comparing two profile faces of the same side.
This claim holds even in a dataset that does not feature strict
pose constraint, like CASIA, on which mirroring half of the
face does not correspond to perfect frontalization. These re-
sults present a behavior previously reported for humans rec-
ognizing faces [22], that is, recognition is consistently better
for frontal (even if partial) images.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we evaluated three CNN descriptors and their
performance describing color, NIR and depth face images
over the LFW, CASIA and FRGC datasets. The best descrip-
tor, Wu-C, can achieve better results on controlled scenarios
and is able to describe NIR and depth faces, even if not trained
to do so. We show that combining frontalization methods with
the Wu-C descriptor, even for profile face images as probes,
yields better results than using traditional 2D normalization.

These experimental results show the potential of using
depth information for pose normalization and combining both
NIR and depth with color to improve the current state-of-the-
art face recognition methods. We intend to follow this work
with an in-depth study investigating these results.

Our results also present interesting questions which we
plan to investigate. One of them is why VGG-Face and Open-
Face did not perform better, as expected, on more constrained
scenarios. The other is correlating the perceived human be-
havior of Wu-C not only to its better results on controlled ac-
quisition conditions, but also to human performance on other
face recognition modalities.
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